Track Finder
To get the most out of our packed agenda, use this helpful FAQ to discover which
Proofpoint Protect tracks are right for you.

Q. There are a lot of great sessions. What happens if I miss one that I want to attend? Are the
sessions recorded?

A. Yes. We know that many of the tracks may be of interest to you. So don’t worry, we’re recording all the
sessions so you can watch the ones you miss.

Q. I’m new to Proofpoint and I’d like to migrate our secure email product from another vendor. Which
is the right track for me?

A. Join us in the Threat Protection track to learn about migrating from vendors like Symantec and Microsoft.
We’ll also explore the evolving threat landscape and discuss how to combat the latest email threats.

Q. I’m concerned about supplier compromise, business

email compromise (BEC) and email account

compromise (EAC). Where should I spend my time?

A. We recommend you join us in the Threat Protection track, where your peers will share how they are
using Proofpoint to protect against these threats.

Q. Which track will help me learn about zero-trust security or Cloud App Security Broker
(CASB) solutions?

A. We recommend that you focus your time on sessions in the Information Protection track. Here you’ll
also learn best practices for building an effective cloud security architecture.

Q. What if I’m frustrated with my existing data loss prevention solution. Or if I want help addressing our
negligent, compromised or malicious users who introduce risk to my information? Can Proofpoint
help me?

A. Yes. Join us in the Information Protection track. You’ll learn about how our Enterprise DLP and Insider
Threat Management (ITM) solutions can help.

Q. My organization is accelerating the adoption of cloud applications and infrastructure. Also, the
new remote work environment is posing challenges to my security needs. Which session should
I attend?

A. We recommend that you join us for “Raise the Bar for Your Cloud Security: What’s Changed in a
‘Work-From-Anywhere’ World.” In this session, we’ll cover how Proofpoint cloud security technologies—
including CASB, isolation, ZTNA and web security—are integrated. And you’ll learn how they provide
secure access, stop threats and enforce DLP in today’s work-from-anywhere world.

Q. What if I’m an existing Proofpoint Compliance and Archive customer. Or if I’m considering the
products. Which track is best for me?

A. Join us in our Compliance track, where we’ll cover topics such as content capture, e-discovery
and supervision.

Q. I’d like to know more about Proofpoint Security Awareness Training. How do I get more information?
A. In our Threat Protection track, we cover how Security Awareness Training is a part of the integrated
platform to protect your people. For in-depth Security Awareness Training sessions, such as roadmap,
best practices and thought leadership, you can sign up for Proofpoint Wisdom. This complimentary
virtual event takes place on June 10.

Q. Are there any sessions which address top-of-mind strategy issues for CISOs?
A. Yes. You’ll want to attend sessions in our CISO/Thought Leadership track. Here you can connect with
other security leaders to share and learn how to justify and champion your cybersecurity initiatives. These
sessions include:
•
Roadmap and Overview for Nexus People-Risk Explorer
•
CISOs, Systemic Risk and The Board
•
Effective Security Metrics for your CFO

For event questions please email: Protect2021@proofpoint.com

